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Automated detection and segmentation of cell nuclei is an essential step
in breast cancer cell for improved accuracy, speed, level of automation
and adaptability to new application. The goal of this paper is to develop
efficient and accurate algorithms for detecting and segmenting cell nuclei
in 2-D pathological images. In this paper we will implement the utility of
our nuclear segmentation algorithm in accurate extraction of nuclear
features for automated grading of (a) breast cancer, and (b) distinguishing
between cancerous and benign breast histology specimens. In order to
address the issue the scheme integrates image information across three
different scales: (1) low level information based on pixel values, (2) highlevel information based on relationships between pixels for object
detection, and (3)Intensity-specific information based on relationships
between pathological sample. Low-level information is utilized to
generate likelihood that each pixel belongs to an object of interest. Highlevel information is extracted by a level-set algorithm, where a contour is
evolved in the likelihood scenes generated by the Low-level information
to identify object boundaries, and to identify nuclei from the low-level
likelihood scenes. Structural limitations are imposed via intensity based
specific knowledge in order to verify whether the detected objects do
indeed belong to structures of interest. The efficiency of our
segmentation algorithm is evaluated by comparing breast cancer grading
and automated benign cancer detection of nuclei with corresponding
accuracies obtained via manual detection and segmentation of nuclei.
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INTRODUCTION
Breast cancer is generally observed in women.

result in partially imaged nuclei in the cell, and

The disease is more commonly found in the form

and damage due to the partitioning process.

of nodules which further multiply into a larger

Furthermore, sections have finite thickness

growth of lymphocytes. The diagnosis of breast

resulting in overlapping or partially superposed

cancer is performed by a pathologist via

cells and nuclei in planar images. The end result

examination of tissue histopathology typically

of these limitations is a set of image objects that

obtained via a needle biopsy. Pathologists

differ considerably from the ideal of round blob-

identify specific visual patterns and distinctive

like shapes.

I.

result into partitioning of nuclei at odd angles,

phenotypic changes that are characteristic of
breast cancer. Certain kinds of phenotypic
changes in tissue pathology, such as the presence
of lymphocytic infiltration (LI), may be related to
patient survival and outcome. Specifically, LI has
been correlated with nodal metastasis and

In the interest of obtaining a fully automated
grading scheme, it is imperative to be able to first
automatically identify and segment histological
structures [1].
Other

thresholding

algorithms

were

recurrence in tumours expressing the human

investigated by Korde, et al. [6] for bladder and

epidermal growth factor receptor-2 (HER2)

skin

protein. Precise quantification of the extent of LI

thresholding leads to poor results when there is

on breast cancer histopathology imagery could

large variability in the histology staining. These

significant in predicting outcome and prescribing

techniques lead to successful results only when

appropriate therapy.

nuclei are non-overlapping.

cell

nuclear

segmentation.

However,

Automated segmentation of cell nuclei is now

In this work, we present an automated nuclei

a well-studied topic for which a large number of

segmentation scheme for breast histopathology

algorithms have been described in the literature

which utilizes a combination of low-level, high-

[5], and newer methods continue to be

level, and domain-specific information [1]. These

investigated. The main challenges in segmenting

scenes are combined with domain knowledge

nuclei in pathological tissue specimens result

regarding arrangement of histological structures

from the fact that the specimen is a 2-D section

through

of a 3-D tissue sample. The 2-D partitioning can
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We denote a tissue region by a digital

imposed. A level set algorithm scheme is then
Our

image C = (C, f) where C is a 2D grid of image

segmentation algorithm is employed for two

pixels c∈C and f is a function that assignsa pixel

different applications: (a) discriminating cancer

value (representing the red, blue, and green

from non-cancer in breast cancer images, and (b)

channels of theRGB space) to c. A training set

distinguishing Bloom-Richardson low grade (2, 3)

Svof pixels representing a structureof interest v

breast cancer from high grade (5, 8) breast

(lumen (L), cytoplasm (S), nuclei (N), etc.) is

cancer. Evaluation of the algorithm is done by

obtained. The colour values f(c) of pixels c∈Svare

comparing the classification accuracies obtained

used to generate probability density functions

for breast cancer grading and benign versus

p(c, f(c)|v), where v represents the image class.

cancer

corresponding

For each image C, to obtain a pixel-wise

classification accuracies obtained via manual

likelihood for each pixel c∈C, where P(v|c, f(c)) is

detection and segmentation of nuclei.

the probability that c belongs to class v given

used

for

nuclear

discrimination

segmentation.

with

The rest of this paper is organized as follows.

image pixel value f(c) and obtained as,

Our segmentation algorithm is described in
Section 2, and the evaluation results of the
algorithm in two different applications (breast
cancer grading and benign versus breast cancer
discrimination) are presented in Section 3.
Concluding remarks presented in Section 4.
II. INTEGRATED

LOW-,HIGH

LEVEL AND

CONTEXTUAL

P ( v ) p ( c, f ( c ) v )

∑u∈{L, N , S } P(u) p(c, f (c) u )'

where v∈ {L,N, S}, p(c, f(c))|v) is the a priori
conditional probability obtained during training
for class v, and P(v) is the prior probability of
occurrence for each class v (assumed as non
informative priors). These pixel-wise likelihoods

intensity in the likelihood image is the probability

System Overview
A flowchart describing our segmentation

of pixel c belonging to class v.

algorithm and its applications in breast cancer
detection and grading is shown in Figure 1.
C.
B.

(1)

generate a likelihood scene Lv, where the

SEGMENTATION MODEL
A.

P(v c, f (c)) =

High-Level Information

Low-Level Information
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We consider two shape based approaches for

curve evolution is driven by the likelihood image

segmentation including:

Lv, where v ∈ {L, N, S}.. The initial contour φ0 = φ
(0, x, y)) is automatically initialized using low-level
low

(a) Level set and (b) Edge detection.

information. The algorithm is run until the
Low Level

High Level

Domain

difference
nce in the contours of one iterationto the
next

Level Sets

is

below

an

empirically

determined

threshold.

Nuclei

Architectural

Breast Cancer
Grading

Breast Cancer

Fig. 1.Flowchart illustrating the system overview.

(a)

(b)

Level set Segmentation
Boundary segmentation is performed using
level-sets
sets which make use of neighbouring pixels
during evolution of the contour to find the target
boundary. A boundary B evolving in time t and in
the 2D space defined by the grid of pixels C is

(c)

(d)

represented by the zero level set B = {(x, y)|φ(t,
x, y) = 0} of a level set function φ,, where c = (x, y).
The evolution of φ is then described by a level-set
level

Fig. 2.(a)
(a) Input sample image (b) Initial contour

formulation adopted from [8]:

(c) Iterations (d) Region based segmentation

∂φ
+ F ∇φ = 0
∂t

(2)Where the
Edge Detection

function Fdefines
defines the speed of the evolution. The
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Template matching is done on a binary image
(IB)) converted from the likelihood scene Lv. Edge
detection

is

another

approach

to

image

segmentation. An edge is the place where there
is more or less a sharp change in one or more
characteristic features. One challenge with the
use of this method for segmentation is continuity
(a)

of the detected edges. Segments must be

(b)

enclosed by continuous edges,
ges, which is difficult
task by merely detecting edges. Loose edges
must be combined by using heuristic approach,

Fig. 3.(a)
(a) Input training sample image (b) Colour
Segmented maps(lumen,cytoplasm,and nuclei)

which is difficult in high detail areas where many
loose edges exist. Thus edge detection alone

Relationships between histological structures. For

cannot be a segmentation process. It can be

instance, (Fig.3) comprises three main structures

merely
rely separate image segments by edge pixels,

of interest:
erest: lumen, cytoplasm, and nuclei.

but does not produce segment surface having

TheStructures are arranged in a specific fashion

unique colour and closed counter. A good

(lumen is surrounded by cytoplasm, which is

segmentation algorithm should use the edge

surrounded by a ring of nuclei). We exploit the

information to extract large segments and some

fact that a lumen

another approach to segment the rest of the

surrounded

image. For example region growing combined

surrounded
rounded by a ring of nuclei.

with edge detection yields good output.

E.

by

area
cytoplasm,

needs
which

to

be

is

then

Incorporating Domain Specific Constraints

1. Low-level
level Information
D.

Incorporating Domain Specific Constraints
Our segmentation algorithm exploits domaindomain

Step 1: Intensity classification of nuclei: Low-level

specific information in the form of specific

image intensity information is used to generate

arrangement and

likelihood scene LN.
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Step 2: Convert LN to binary image: LN is

for j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. Thus we obtain a new scene

thresholded to a binary image IB= (C, h), where

ϕn= (C, fT) where for each c∈C, fT(c) =

h(c) ∈ {0, 1}. Let B denote the set of pixels in the

maxj[corr(c,Tj]. Nuclear centroids are determined

background, so that h(b) = 0 for all b∈B and h(c) =

as those for which fT(c) > δ.

1 for all c ∈C, c /∈B.
2. Structural Constraints

III. BREAST CANCER GRADING

Step 3: Euclidean distance transform (EDT): EDT
Feature Extraction

operation is applied on IB, which transforms into

A.

a grey level image DB = (C, fB) where for c ∈C,

Following nuclear segmentation, we calculate 8

fB(c) is the Euclidean distance to the nearest b

boundary features from the interior nuclear and

∈B. The EDT for all pixels c ∈C is defined as:

lumen

boundaries,

giving

a

total

of

16

morphological features which quantify the size
fB(c) = min b∈B [d(c, b)]

and shape of the glands [11]. The features were

(3)where d(c, b) is the Euclidean distance

chosen based on features used by pathologists in

between pixels c, b ∈C. By limiting the Edge

detecting and grading cancer in practice. The goal

detection to only those pixels c ∈C for which fB(c)

of

> λ, where λ is some pre-defined threshold,

classification accuracy in distinguishing cancer

significantly increases the computational speed

grades and cancer detection, so to compare our

and efficiency of our algorithm.

algorithm with

our

segmentation

algorithm

is

high

manual segmentations; we

extract each set of features twice using manual

3. High-level Information
Step 4: Edge Detection to detect nuclei: For each
c ∈ DB for which fB> λ, template matching with 4
templates T1, T2, T3, T4 is done. The idea is to
focus on pixels c ∈ DBfor which fBis high since
these are the points that lie close to medial axis
of object of interest. At c ∈C, where fB(c) > λ,

and automatic segmentation. These two feature
sets were used in a support vector machine
classifier to compare manual and automated
segmentations in terms of classifier accuracy.
Experiments using our algorithm are described in
the next three sub-sections.

maxj[corr(c, Tj)] is computed where corr(c,Tj) is
correlation obtained by placing centroid of Tjon c,
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Application 1: Breast Cancer Detection

C.

We distinguish cancer from non-cancer
non
in

We seek to distinguish 21 images of low-grade
low

breast histology images using architectural

breast cancer (grades 5 and 6 on the BloomBloom

features. The dataset contains a total of 18

Richardson scale) from 9 images of high grade

benign images and 36 cancer images. The feature

cancer (7 and 8). As in the prostate cancer

set is reduced using principal component analysis

grading example, graph--based features are used

(PCA) and a SVM classifier is used
u
for

to classify high grade vs. low grade cancer. The

classification. We obtain an accuracy of 81.91%

feature

using automatic segmentation and 77.10% with

classification is done using a SVM classifier. The

manually

classification accuracies are shown in Table 1

B.

segmented

structures

(Table1),

Application 2: Breast Cancer Grading

set

is

reduced

using

PCA

and

indicating comparable performance between
manual and automatic segmentation. A sample
cancer image is shown in Fig. 3(f).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig.3. Tissue images corresponding to (a) Original Image, (b) Lumen mask and (c) Major Nucleus (d)
Cytoplasm boundaries.
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And figures as those for Application A are

cancer

shown in Fig.3 (a-d) for a tissue image with

discriminating low grade from high grade

a grade 8 breast cancer.

breast

TABLE

I

SVM CLASSIFICATION

in

breast

cancer.

histology,

The

and

(c)

corresponding

classification accuracies obtained for case
(a) were 95.19% for grade 3 vs. grade 4,

ACCURACY FOR THE THREE

86.35% for grade 3 vs. benign, and 92.90%
APPLICATIONS USING THE AUTOMATICALLY AND

for grade 4 vs. benign; for case (b) was

MANUALLY EXTRACTED FEATURE SETS.

81.91% and for case (c) was 80.52%. These
Tissue

Task

Automated Manual

Type
Breast

Breast

accuracies compare favourably with the
corresponding results obtained via manual

Cancer

81.91%

77.10%

segmentation. Future work will focus on

vs. Non-

evaluating our methods on a larger cohort

Cancer

of images.

High

vs. 80.52%

93.33%
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